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TRYING TO BRIBE
WORKERS'

Th,e Chicago newspaper trust
is resjortfng to the old familiar
tactics in its attempt to crush
unionism.

It is now trying tQ buy a few
members of the pressmen's,
stereotypers', drivers' and news-
boys' unions to betray their
blather wjoxkrs.

And all the venom of the trust
papers is being spiled out on the
union leaders who, are doing their
best to save unionism from this,
trust attack.

Deliberate and malicious lies
are. printed. in order to deceive
the public, and to make fair-mind- ed

men believe that the
unions are to blame.

Like all bullies the millionaire
newspaper, publishers a.re cow-
ards, and resort to lies to bolster-u-

their eause. Bullies are al
ways cowards, and generally are
reckless liars.

They must be desperate when
driven to the extremity of trying
to buy with tainted money the
manhood of a few workers-- . But
they know that they caq't crush
labor unless they can bribe a few
workers to betray their brothers.

The Tribune, which calls itself
the greatest newspaper in the
world resorts denun-
ciation of union leaders it knows
that the newspaper trust can't
bujq- -
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"They- - say June is a lucky
month for weddings." "

'&fust be; mine was in
'

THEN YOUR BEAU WONT
GET TJRED OF ROWING.,'You can carry this "oarsman"

in your suitcase. Jt is portable
electric motor that can be attach-
ed to any row boat or skiff. The
motor is a combination of a pro-
peller and a rudder. It is mount-
ed at top of a shaft, attached to
$he stern of the boat by-- a clamp.

A wheel on top can be-- used to
twist the .propeller under water,

r

frdm one side to the ptfier and s
thus steer the boat. Power is oh- - T

tained from two storage batter- -
ies. The whole thing weighs 25 T

pounds and can be packed in a 'J
suit" case, stowed under tjie seat
pf a buggy or automobile and can

e attached to any boat irf a min- -.

ute or two.
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Often it would be more fitting
o say: "He had an uncorking

good time."
"

o o rIf Teddy drinks nrilk by the
quart, why all that fuss about aj
thirdxup of ;caffee?


